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# Database Search

**Database List**

- **C.L.I. Library Catalog List**: materials located in Cameron University’s physical library.
- **Academic Search Elite (EBSCOhost)**: Full-text scholarly journal information covering the social sciences, humanities, general sciences, multi-cultural studies, education, and other topics.
- **AGRICOLA (Specialized FirstSearch)**: Information related to aspects of agriculture, forestry, and animal science. (Authorization number and password needed for access - contact reference librarian).
- **Annen of American History Online.** (Sponsors) "U.S. History Original Source Documents."
- **ElasticSearch (Specialized FirstSearch)**: Basic information about biology and other life sciences. (Authorization number and password needed for access - contact reference librarian).
- **Biological Abstracts (EBSCOhost)**: Bibliographic information in life sciences and biomedical research literature.
- **Ecology Digest (Specialized FirstSearch)**: Life-science information written in a non-technical style. (Authorization number and password needed for access - contact reference librarian).
- **Books in Print (Gale)**: Bibliographic information of in-print, out-of-print, and forthcoming books, audio, and video items.
- **Business Source Premier (EBSCOhost)**: Full-text scholarly business journal information.
- **Chronicle of Higher Education (Chronicle)**: Full-text higher education news and job information. (Authorization number and password needed for access - contact reference librarian).
- **Communication & Mass Media Complete (CBSCOhost)**: Full-text scholarly articles focused on the subjects of communication and mass media.
- **Daily Oklahoman (NewsBank)**: Oklahoma state newspaper articles from 1982.
- **Direction of Trade Statistics (IMF)**: Critical data on the value of merchandise exports and imports between each country and all its trading partners (Single user access).
Your library subscribes to e-books from ebrary!

Getting Started

1. Choose a viewing option under My Settings. For a comparison of viewing options, please click here.
   - Please note your institution may have determined which option(s) are available to you.
2. Create a personal bookshelf in order to create and save highlights, notes, and more.
3. Conduct a search using simple or advanced, by keyword, full-text, publisher, or author. Use Boolean or proximity operators.
4. Open a document using ebrary QuickView by clicking on the title name on image. No downloads or installations are required.
5. Navigate through the document with the table of contents, which provides chapter-level search results. Go to such occurrence of your search term, flip through pages, and go to specific page numbers. Note that in tables of contents, search results are indicated by a magnifying glass.
6. Launch the ebrary Reader by clicking on the ebrary Reader button for additional functionality found below.
   - Printing
   - Copying and pasting
   - Highlighting
   - Notes
   - Info/Tools

   Again, please note your institution may have determined which viewing option(s) are available to you.
7. Sign up for training and view additional materials by visiting ebrary’s Support and Training page.
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- Departmental license – accessible in computer lab – only one user at a time.
SOME “HOT” HITS FROM A SIMPLE SEARCH – OUTSIDE OF CAMERON LIBRARY

- Science Central
- Online Journal Search Engine
- EBSCO – general
- EBSCO Host – Oklahoma Library Technology Network